
THE DECIMAL SYSTEM 

Have you ever thought that why “the decimal system” is used by people all over the 

world? Perhaps most of people will not think this phenomenon because it is too naturally matter to 

find a best answer. Our aim is to live easily by finding the best decimal number. 

We researched on the Internet and books in the library. The research contents good points, 

bad points, why did we become to use the decimal system, the region which use to except the decimal 

system, the excellent point of other decimal systems. Through the research we tried to find that is the 

decimal system truly useful? 

 

[Why did we come to use the decimal system?] 

We start to use the decimal system since ancient empire Rome. The reason which we use it 

more than 2000 years is that the number of our fingers is ten is big. 

 

[The area which we use except it] 

For example, India uses irregular one hundred decimal system so the number of people 

doing in India doing fast the mental arithmetic. The local area of Pakistan and Cambodia uses except 

decimal system. 

 

[Advantage] 

To control the decimal system promoted the development business, theoretical science, 

engineering so technical innovation and wealth accumulation occurred. Moreover you are easy to 

image. Furthermore it can be understand on eyesight from human. 

 

[Disadvantage] 

“Duodecimal system” is the most beautiful of math because the problem of fraction and 

decimal doesn’t tend to occur. The decimal system can’t use the network of digital. 

 

[The advantage point of other decimal systems] 

“Twelve” has many divisors so it is easy to calculate. One year is twelve months. I feel 

especially means. “Sixty” is one of the unity. 

The other’s decimal systems have many advantages, too but it is more useful than that you 

thought to have ten fingers and you should continue to use “the decimal system” from now too. 

Therefore I think “the decimal system” is God. 

 


